Year 4 Homework – We are Time Travellers Autumn 2017
Your homework for this term is YOUR CHOICE! We have given you 12 activities from your ideas
to choose from and would like you to complete one every two weeks over the remainder of the
Autumn term. We are hoping you will put in a lot of effort for each piece and you will enjoy
presenting your homework to the rest of the class and sharing all your hard work.

Maths Challenge
Design your own mathematical word problem or
investigation. You could link this to time travel.
How could you present this to the class?

Mosaic Making
Create your own symmetrical Roman mosaic using
media of your own choice. Can you be inspired by
actual mosaics that have been found.

News Report
Research a key event from history. Turn your
research into a news report. You could either
film this or record it! You could magpie ideas on
how to do this from Horrible Histories,

Roman Building
Create a model of a Roman building. This could
be just the building itself or include the grounds
that it is in. Use your experience at Bignor to
help you or research Roman buildings.

Roman Food
Research, design and produce a Roman menu.
Can you cook one of the dishes, take photos and
write a review.

Let’s get Poetic!
Write a poem about the Romans. (e.g. Kennings)

Model-Making
Create your own model of a time machine. Think
about the controls you would need and maybe
write some instructions for how it works.

Time Travel Journal
Create a page for our Time Travellers Journal.
Include flaps as well as research of the period in
history that you have chosen. Think about
famous people form the time or famous events
that happened.
Artefact or Museum
Bring in a historical artefact and tell your class
all about it. This can be presented any way you
like. Or create a mini exhibition for a museum,
with artefacts and captions.

Fashion Magazine
Design your own fashion for different periods in
time based on your research. You could present
these in a book with some notes about why these
styles were worn.

Story Time
Write a time travel story. Choose a period in
history that you are interested in and imagine
you travelled there in time. Who would you
meet? What would you see? What would you
bring back with you?

Billingshurst in the Future
What do you think Billingshurst will look like in
the future? You can choose how you present
your ideas. It could be a model, a map, a play or a
video. How creative can you make it?

